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Abstract

Although the fluency of automatically gener-
ated abstractive summaries has improved sig-
nificantly with advanced methods, the incon-
sistency that remains in summarization is rec-
ognized as an issue to be addressed. In this
study, we propose a methodology for localiz-
ing inconsistency errors in summarization. A
synthetic dataset that contains a variety of fac-
tual errors likely to be produced by a common
summarizer is created by applying sentence
fusion, compression, and paraphrasing opera-
tions. In creating the dataset, we automatically
label erroneous phrases and the dependency re-
lations between them as “inconsistent,” which
can contribute to detecting errors more ade-
quately than existing models that rely only on
dependency arc-level labels. Subsequently, this
synthetic dataset is employed as weak supervi-
sion to train a model called SumPhrase, which
jointly localizes errors in a summary and their
corresponding sentences in the source docu-
ment. The empirical results demonstrate that
our SumPhrase model can detect factual errors
in summarization more effectively than exist-
ing weakly supervised methods owing to the
phrase-level labeling. Moreover, the joint iden-
tification of error-corresponding original sen-
tences is proven to be effective in improving
error detection accuracy.

1 Introduction

The quality, particularly the fluency, of automat-
ically generated abstractive summaries has im-
proved significantly (Lewis et al., 2020; Zhang
et al., 2020; Raffel et al., 2020) with methods that
benefit from large-scale pre-trained language mod-
els. However, recent studies (Cao et al., 2018;
Maynez et al., 2020) have pointed out that more
than 30% of the generated summaries are inconsis-
tent with the source documents owing to uninten-
tionally introduced factual errors, which affect the
reliability and usability of summarization systems.

Figure 1: Overview of proposal. A synthetic dataset
is created and used as weak supervision to train the
SumPhrase error localization model.

Existing approaches for evaluating inconsistency
in summarization can be roughly divided into two
categories. One is the unsupervised approach that
relies on an external natural language understand-
ing (NLU) system, such as natural language in-
ference (NLI) (Falke et al., 2019; Mishra et al.,
2021; Laban et al., 2022) or question answering
(QA) (Durmus et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020;
Scialom et al., 2021) systems, to validate a sum-
mary. Although this approach can benefit from the
ever-progressing NLU technologies, the configura-
tion and performance of an inconsistency detection
system would be inevitably constrained by the un-
derlying systems.

Therefore, we adopt another approach, namely
the weakly supervised approach, which employs a
synthetic dataset that contains automatically gener-
ated errors (Kryscinski et al., 2020; Goyal and Dur-
rett, 2020). The key to the success of this approach
lies in the quality and quantity of the synthetic
dataset. It is necessary for such a dataset to contain
a variety of errors that are likely to be produced
by a common summarization system. However,
as argued by Goyal and Durrett (2021), the error
distributions that are produced by existing methods
are considerably different from those produced by
actual summarization models.
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Figure 1 overviews our proposal for the local-
ization of factual inconsistency errors in summa-
rization. We propose to create a synthetic dataset
by applying sentence fusion and compression op-
erations in addition to paraphrasing. Thus, recur-
ring summarization errors are expected to be repro-
duced. The resulting synthetic dataset is then used
as weak supervision to train an error localization
model called SumPhrase. This model jointly local-
izes errors in a summary and their corresponding
sentences in the source document1.

In the dataset creation process, a single sentence
or a pair of sentences is first selected from a source
document. A hypothesis sentence is then gener-
ated from the selected sentence or sentence pair,
which is expected to contain various intrinsic fac-
tual errors. Thereafter, the hypothesis sentence is
labeled at the phrase level, where each label is com-
puted from dependency arc-level labels. Finally,
the dataset for training the SumPhrase model is
created by organizing the phrase-level labeled data.

Furthermore, the detection of factual errors in a
summary can be combined with the identification
of their corresponding sentences in the source doc-
ument. This joint approach not only improves the
usability of the error detection system but also im-
proves the error detection performance in a multi-
task learning setting (Kryscinski et al., 2020).

The contributions of this study are as follows:

• We present an improved method for generat-
ing a dataset by incorporating common means
of summary generation, such as sentence fu-
sion and compression, in addition to para-
phrasing. We empirically investigate the ef-
fectiveness of these types of operations.

• We propose a model that jointly detects errors
in a summary by fully using the phrase-level
labels and identifies their corresponding sen-
tences in the source document.

• We empirically demonstrate that the proposed
method can localize the inconsistencies be-
tween a source document and the summary
more effectively than existing weakly super-
vised methods.

2 Related Work

We review the approaches for inconsistency detec-
tion in summarization by classifying them into the

1The dataset and code are available at https://
github.com/taka2946/sumphrase

following two categories.

2.1 Unsupervised Approach
We classify studies that exploit an external NLU
system/model into this category.

A system that uses an NLI model determines
that a summary is inconsistent if it cannot be en-
tailed from the input document (Falke et al., 2019;
Mishra et al., 2021). This method tends to suf-
fer from a mismatch between the lengths of input
texts: the documents to be summarized are gen-
erally longer than the usual premises collected in
an NLI dataset, which makes inconsistency detec-
tion difficult (Mishra et al., 2021). Laban et al.
(2022) addressed this issue by aggregating entail-
ment scores measured between sentence pairs in
the segments rendered from a source document. In
contrast, a system that relies on a QA model con-
siders a summary to be inconsistent if an external
QA system fails to answer the questions related
to a source document (Durmus et al., 2020; Wang
et al., 2020; Scialom et al., 2021). The adequacy
of a generated question, as well as the performance
of the QA model, may affect the error detection
performance.

2.2 Weakly Supervised Approach
We classify inconsistency detection systems that
rely on supervised learning with artificially devel-
oped datasets into this category. In this approach,
a dataset must reproduce the error distribution of
a common summarizer as effectively as possible.
Systems that use this method can be further clas-
sified according to how they generate errors for a
summary.

Rule-based text transformation systems were de-
veloped to generate errors in (Kryscinski et al.,
2020; Zhao et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2021; Cao
et al., 2020). For example, in FactCCX (Kryscinski
et al., 2020), errors were generated by replacing an
entity name and negating a sentence. Zeng et al.
(2021) further enhanced the dataset with a data
augmentation technique that applies an adversarial
attack mechanism.

Generative models were employed in (Goyal and
Durrett, 2021, 2020) to generate erroneous texts.
In particular, Goyal and Durrett (2020) proposed
using a sentence with a lower posterior probability
as a potentially erroneous sentence. These gener-
ated sentences were then dependency-parsed, and
the dependency arcs that were only found in the
hypothesis sentence were annotated as erroneous.

https://github.com/taka2946/sumphrase
https://github.com/taka2946/sumphrase
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Figure 2: Process for dataset creation. In this example, two source sentences, s1 and s2, are selected, and the
hypothesis sentence is generated by a sentence fusion operation. The selected sentences are considered error-
originating if the hypothesis sentence poses an error. These source sentences are referred to as corresponding
sentences.

We used the generative model approach, assum-
ing that errors should be contained in the sentences
generated with lower probabilities. However, this
study differs from (Goyal and Durrett, 2021) in
that we generate sentences not only by paraphras-
ing operations but also by means of sentence fusion
and compression operations. This decision can be
supported by the insights provided in (Lebanoff
et al., 2019b) and (Lebanoff et al., 2019a). The
former notes that most sentences in the reference
summaries of the CNN/DailyMail dataset (Nalla-
pati et al., 2016) are derived from sentence fusion
and compression operations. The latter argues that
sentence fusion tends to produce factual errors. Fur-
thermore, we propose raising the error detection
level from the dependency-arc level to the phrase
level such that we can detect errors that would be
overlooked by narrowly focused inspection with
dependency-arc level labeling.

We jointly detect errors in summarization and
localize their corresponding parts in the input doc-
ument using multi-task learning, similar to the
method presented in (Kryscinski et al., 2020). How-
ever, unlike their method, our method can localize
more than one corresponding sentence, resolving
the limitation of the method in (Kryscinski et al.,
2020), which associates only single spans in the
input document. This functionality is achieved by
formulating the latter task as a multi-label classifi-
cation problem such that an error in a summary sen-
tence can be associated with multiple correspond-
ing sentences in the source document.

3 Methodology

This section first details the process for creating
a synthetic dataset that intentionally accommo-
dates erroneous sentences. Our proposed model
for jointly detecting errors in a summary and iden-
tifying corresponding sentences in the source docu-
ment is then described.

3.1 Creation of Synthetic Dataset

3.1.1 Overview of the Creation Process
Figure 2 depicts the proposed process for creating
a synthetic dataset that is employed as weak super-
vision. Sentence pairs ((s1, s2) in the example) are
first selected from the document, and then each of
them is fused into a sentence (indicated as hypoth-
esis) by the generation model. The dependency
arcs in the resulting hypothesis sentence are subse-
quently labeled as either “consistent” (blue), “in-
consistent” (red), or unlabeled by comparing them
with the arcs from the top-ranked hypothesis sen-
tence, selected source sentences, and reference sen-
tences. Thereafter, phrase-level labels (intra- or
inter-phrases) are annotated by merging the arc-
level labels. Although Figure 2 exemplifies the
sentence fusion operation as a means of hypothesis-
sentence generation, we also apply the sentence
compression and paraphrasing. However, in the
experiments, instead of actually applying sentence
selection and paraphrasing, we used ready-made
datasets. We performed the phrase-label annota-
tion.
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In the following, the dataset is represented as
{D,h, (pi, y

e
i )pi∈h, (pn, pm, ye

nm)pn,pm∈h, (sj , y
s
j )sj∈D},

where D and h denote the input document and
generated hypothesis sentence, respectively.
Moreover, yei denotes the intra-phrase consistency
label for the i-th phrase pi in h, whereas yenm
dictates the inter-phrase consistency label between
pn and pm. Furthermore, ysj is a label that indicates
whether the j-th sentence in D is a corresponding
sentence of h.

3.1.2 Sentence Selection
One or two sentences in the input document D =
[s1, s2, ..., sn] are selected and fed to each genera-
tive model to generate a hypothesis sentence, which
is expected to contain factual errors. A pair of sen-
tences is used for sentence fusion, whereas a single
sentence undergoes compression and paraphrasing.

In the experiments, we used ready-made datasets
instead of the actual sentence selection opera-
tion: the sentence fusion dataset (Lebanoff et al.,
2020b) and sentence compression dataset (Desai
et al., 2020). These datasets were created for
the CNN/DailyMail dataset by pairing a refer-
ence sentence with the corresponding sentences
in a source document that measured the highest
ROUGE scores.

3.1.3 Sentence Fusion
We used the Transformer-based Trans-
LINKING (Lebanoff et al., 2020a) model to
generate a hypothesis sentence. The model
employed in the experiments was pre-trained on
the same sentence fusion dataset used for sentence
selection. As in (Lebanoff et al., 2020a), we adopt
only a hypothesis sentence that shared two or more
words in both of the originating sentences. In the
experiments, we generated hypothesis sentences
with a beam size of 10. The most probable and
improbable sentences were used in the labeling
process.

3.1.4 Sentence Compression
We employed CUPS (Desai et al., 2020) for sen-
tence compression. In the experiments, we used the
pre-trained model provided by the authors of CUPS.
In general, sentence compression removes redun-
dant or unimportant portions from an input sen-
tence; that is, factual errors rarely emerge. There-
fore, we annotated the dependency arcs in the com-
pressed sentence as consistent, provided that they
also existed in the input to this model.

3.1.5 Paraphrasing
Any paraphrasing model can be employed for our
purpose. In the experiments, we used the dataset
made available by (Goyal and Durrett, 2021),
which contains paraphrased versions of the selected
reference sentences in the CNN/DailyMail dataset.
We computed phrase-level labels by referring to
the arc-level labels already provided in this dataset.

3.1.6 Labeling
Each generated hypothesis sentence was analyzed
using the Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014)
dependency parser and subsequently underwent the
labeling process. The labeling process first exam-
ines each of the dependency arcs and assigns ei-
ther “consistent” or “inconsistent” labels or leaves
them unlabeled. This arc-level annotation step is
followed by the phrase-level annotation step that
assigns labels to phrases and inter-phrase depen-
dency relations. Note that our labeling process is
inspired by the method proposed in (Goyal and Dur-
rett, 2020), which assumes that the sentence with
the lowest posterior probability may contain more
factual errors than sentences with higher probabili-
ties.

We denote an input sentence2 to the generation
model as x and the set of output sentences sorted
by posterior probabilities as H = [h1, h2, ..., hk].
Furthermore, d(h) denotes a set of dependency
arcs of a sentence h. A reference sentence is rep-
resented by h∗, and ai denotes the i-th arc in the
corresponding set of dependency arcs.

Arc-level labeling: We follow the method pro-
posed in (Goyal and Durrett, 2020). We select
sentence hk with the lowest probability and assign
a label to each arc ai in hk as follows.

ya
i =


“consistent” if ai ∈ d(x) ∪ d(h∗)

“unlabeled” if ai ∈ d(h1) \ d(x) ∪ d(h∗)

“inconsistent” otherwise

(1)

Note that h1, the sentence with the highest proba-
bility, is used as a presumably error-free sentence.

If ai appears in the arc set of the corresponding
original sentence x or that of the reference sentence
h∗, we consider it consistent. If ai appears in d(h1)
but not in x or h∗, we do not assign any labels
to the arc, as it is less reliable to determine it as

2Remember that the sentence x originates from the source
document.
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Figure 3: Motivating example for phrase-level labeling.

Figure 4: Example of phrase-level labels. The blue
and red edges denote consistent and inconsistent labels,
respectively, whereas the green edge indicates that the
inter-phrase relation is unlabeled.

error-free. As arc ai not matching either of these
conditions may represent a factual error, we assign
an inconsistent label to the arc.

We remind the reader that for a compressed sen-
tence, we assign the labels as follows.

yai =

{
“consistent” if ai ∈ d(x)

“unlabeled” otherwise
(2)

Note that we did not assign the “inconsistent”
label because a compressed sentence usually does
not pose any factual error.

As in (Goyal and Durrett, 2020), we exclude par-
ticular dependency labels, such as det and case,
from the annotation process, as these do not carry
significant meanings.

Phrase-level labeling: Before describing the
phrase-level labeling process, we explain its mo-
tivation using Figure 3. In this example, the hy-
pothesis sentence contains a factual error because
the agent of the verb “looking forward” is “Karen
Langhart” and not “Erika Langhart.” This error
may be difficult to localize with a model that only
considers arc-level labels. Therefore, we assign
intra-phrase labels as well as inter-phrase labels,
as illustrated in Figure 2, such that factual errors
beyond the word-to-word dependency relations can
be detected. To initiate the phrase-level labeling

process3, we first recognize phrases by applying a
set of heuristic rules that investigate the dependency
structure of a sentence. This procedure recognizes
a sequence of “phrases” covering the input token
sequence without overlaps, where each phrase prin-
cipally represents a base syntactic phrase.

Figure 4 depicts the intra-and inter-phrase labels,
which are computed as follows. If all the depen-
dency arcs that are closed in a phrase are marked
as consistent, the intra-phrase label of the phrase
is “consistent;” if any is marked as inconsistent,
the label is “inconsistent.” An inter-phrase label
is computed similarly, but by looking at each of
the dependency arcs connecting a word in the head
phrase and that in the dependent phrase. Note that
the inter-phrase label is “inconsistent” if either of
the connected phrases is marked inconsistent. In
this example, the phrase “new prosthetic leg” is
labeled as “inconsistent” because the particular de-
pendency arc between “new” and “leg” is labeled
as “inconsistent.”

3.2 SumPhrase: Proposed Model

Figure 5 illustrates the network architecture of the
proposed SumPhrase model. The model consists
of three parts: the detection of intra-phrase errors
(blue), the detection of inter-phrase errors (red),
and the localization of the corresponding sentences
in the source document (green).

Training: The inputs to the model are twofold:
the source document D and hypothesis sentence h.
Tokenized tokens from each input are concatenated
using the [CLS] token as the separator and fed to
the pre-trained encoder, which enables a contextu-
alized representation for each token along with the
special [CLS] token that is expected to represent
the hypothesis sentence. Thereafter, the represen-
tation of each sentence in D and each phrase pi is
generated using the span attention mechanism (Lee
et al., 2017)4. The intra- and inter-phrase detection
parts are trained by referring to the intra-phrase
labels (yei ) and inter-phrase labels (yeij). The proba-
bility of a phrase pi being consistent is computed
as follows, using its representation hpi :

p(yei |pi) = softmax(FFNintra(h
p
i )). (3)

3Refer to Appendix A for details of the phrase-level label-
ing process.

4The effectiveness of the span attention mechanism was
experimentally confirmed, as described in Appendix B.
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Figure 5: SumPhrase model. The blue and red frames display the intra-phrase and inter-phrase detection parts,
respectively, and the green frame indicates the corresponding sentence localization part.

Similarly, the inter-phrase consistency probability
is computed as follows:

p(yeij |pi, pj) = softmax(FFNinter([h
p
i ;h

p
j ])). (4)

The probability of sentence si being a correspond-
ing sentence of the hypothesis sentence is calcu-
lated as follows, where hsi and hcls denote the rep-
resentation of si and CLS token, respectively.

p(ysi |si) = softmax(FFNs([h
s
i ;h

cls])) (5)

These logits are subsequently converted into losses
(Lossintra, Lossinter, and Losss) using binary
cross-entropy loss. Finally, the entire loss is de-
fined as follows by incorporating a hyperparame-
ter α that adjusts the impact of the corresponding
sentence localization (Losss), which is, in a sense,
introduced as an auxiliary task in the multi-task
learning setting.

Loss = Lossintra + Lossinter + α ∗ Losss (6)

Inference: The source document D and each sen-
tence h in the target summary are fed to the model
during the inference time. Note that each sentence
in a target summary is dependency-parsed in ad-
vance. The intra- and inter-phrase consistencies are
assessed using the model for phrases and phrase
pairs that were extracted from the summary sen-
tence. We flag a summary sentence as consistent
only if it is predicted to exhibit no errors at any

Source # of data
Paraphrasing (para) 46,925
Sentence fusion (fusion) 72,093
Sentence compression (comp) 47,296
Reference sentences (ref) 107,278

Table 1: Statistics of created synthetic dataset.

level. The corresponding sentences for a hypothesis
sentence were identified using multi-label classifi-
cation. Consequently, the corresponding sentences
of a factual error are localized.

4 Experimental Setup

The CNN/DailyMail dataset (Nallapati et al., 2016)
was used in the experiments.

4.1 Training Dataset
We created a synthetic dataset to train the
SumPhrase model based on the methodology de-
scribed in the previous section. Table 1 lists the
number of data instances classified according to the
provenance of the data. Note that “paraphrasing”
refers to paraphrased data provided by (Goyal and
Durrett, 2021), and “Reference sentences” means
reference summary sentences obtained from the
CNN/DailyMail dataset, which were added to in-
crease the phrases labeled as consistent.

In total, this dataset contains 2,021,592 consis-
tent labels and 191,553 inconsistency labels. More-
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Model Training data K2020 (BA) K2020 (F1) Reranking (% correct)
[Sentence level]
FactCC text transformations 72.7 0.706 70.0%
FactCCX text transformations 72.9 0.711 -
SumFC text transformations 80.4 - 78.7%
FactAdv text transformations 73.3 0.701 -
[Arc level]
Electra-DAE text transformations 76.7 - -
Electra-DAE para 72.1 - -
Electra-DAE (ours) para+fusion+comp+ref 82.7 0.754 85.9%
[Phrase level (ours)]
SumPhrase para+fusion+comp+ref 85.3 0.765 86.0%
SumPhrase (-multi) para+fusion+comp+ref 85.2 0.759 84.7%

Table 2: Results of error detection. FactCC, FactCCX (Kryscinski et al., 2020), SumFC (Zhang et al., 2021), and
FactAdv (Zeng et al., 2021) employ sentence-level labeling using rule-based text transformations. The Electra-DAE
models (Goyal and Durrett, 2021) adopt dependency arc-level labeling. Our SumPhrase models uses phrase-level
labeling, where "-multi" dictates the model trained without the auxiliary task of corresponding sentence localization.
Refer to Table 1 for para, fusion, comp, and ref in the Training data column.

over, 186,028 source sentences were marked as one
of the corresponding sentences of a hypothesis sen-
tence, whereas 3,389,275 other sentences were not
labeled as corresponding sentences.

4.2 Training the SumPhrase Model

The Electra-base model (Clark et al., 2020) pre-
trained on 3.3 billion tokens from Wikipedia and
BooksCorpus (the same as the BERT-base) was em-
ployed as the encoder of the SumPhrase model in
the experiments. We trained the SumPhrase model
under the following conditions: number of epochs:
3, batch size: 10, optimizer: AdamW, and initial
learning rate: 3e-5. The α parameter in equation-
(6) was set to 0.5. We saved the checkpoint that
achieved the highest BA on the validation portion
of the K2020 dataset. Appendix C provides addi-
tional details of the experimental setup.

4.3 Test Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

We used two human-annotated datasets in the evalu-
ation, which are known as K2020 (Kryscinski et al.,
2020) and Reranking (Falke et al., 2019).

The K2020 dataset contains 441 consistent sen-
tences and 62 inconsistent sentences. We measured
the balanced accuracy (BA) and Macro-F1 for com-
parisons.

The Reranking dataset includes 373 instances,
each containing a source document and two similar
sentences: one is a consistent summary sentence ex-
tracted by an extractive summarizer, and the other

is a potentially inconsistent summary sentence gen-
erated by an abstractive summarizer. That is, the
reranking task is to correctly (re)rank consistent
summary sentences higher. Thus, the portion of
correctly ranked data instances is used as the eval-
uation metric. We also note that the Reranking
dataset was used to measure the accuracy of the
corresponding sentence localization task that was
incorporated as an auxiliary task.

4.4 Compared Existing Models

We primarily compared our phrase-level mod-
els with dependency-arc-level Electra DAE mod-
els (Goyal and Durrett, 2021), both trained with
the proposed dataset. In addition, we compared
these models with existing sentence-level mod-
els including FactCC/FactCCX (Kryscinski et al.,
2020), SumFC (Zhang et al., 2021), and Fac-
tAdv (Zeng et al., 2021). These models rely on
text-transforming operations to generate erroneous
sentences. Among these models, SumFC achieved
the best results on both K2020 and Reranking5.

5 Results and Discussion

This section discusses the efficacy of the proposed
method by referring to the results. Appendix D
presents and discusses some detection results.

5The performance of this model could be further improved
by training it with our proposed dataset.
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5.1 Detection of Sentence Inconsistency
Table 2 lists the results of inconsistency detection,
where existing weakly supervised models that rely
on a synthetic dataset are compared.

These results demonstrate that our SumPhrase
model outperformed the other models in all met-
rics. The insights obtained from the results can be
summarized as follows:

• The automatically generated training data sig-
nificantly improved the detection performance
(from comparisons of the Electra-DAE (ours)
and SumPhrase models with other models).

• The phrase-level labeling was effective (from
comparisons of the SumPhrase models with
the Electra-DAE models).

• The multi-task learning strategy contributed
to improving the performances (from com-
parisons of the SumPhrase model with the
SumPhrase (-multi) model). In principle, the
incrrectly localized corresponding sentences
could affect the inconsistency detection per-
formance6. However, the auxiliary task was
accomplished with high accuracy, as shown in
Table 3, and the multi-task learning strategy
is assessed as adequate.

• Even without multi-task learning, the
SumPhrase model exhibited better perfor-
mances than most models. The exception was
the result on Reranking, which was slightly
inferior to that of Electra-DAE (ours).

5.2 Localization of Corresponding Sentences
We incorporated this task as an auxiliary task, as-
suming it would improve the performance of the
main task. As shown in Table 2, this assumption is
confirmed.

Table 3 summarizes the results of this auxil-
iary task, where BA and Macro F1 are used as
the evaluation metrics. The table shows that our
SumPhrase model achieved better results than the
FactCCX (Kryscinski et al., 2020) and SumFC (tf-
idf) (Zhang et al., 2021) models. The FactCCX
model identifies evident spans in a document for
a summary sentence, readily enabling the local-
ization of the corresponding sentences. For the
SumFC (tf-idf) model, we selected the original sen-
tence that was most similar to a summary sentence

6See the second example presented in Appendix D, where
extrinsic hallucination errors arise.

Model BA F1
FactCCX 95.9 0.945
SumFC (tf-idf) 97.0 0.970
SumPhrase 99.2 0.980

Table 3: Results of corresponding sentence localization.

K2020 Reranking
Training data BA F1 %Correct
fusion 81.1 0.663 83.4%
comp 50.0 0.467 54.9%
para 73.4 0.708 78.4%
fusion+comp 82.5 0.687 84.3%
fusion+para 82.8 0.681 84.4%
fusion+comp+para 83.7 0.700 85.1%
ALL 85.2 0.759 84.7%

Table 4: Results of dataset ablation. “ALL” indicates
the “fusion+comp+para+ref” condition.

by measuring the cosine similarity of the tf-idf vec-
tors.

An intriguing insight appears when we compare
the SumFC results in Tables 2 and 3. Although
the SumFC model achieved almost a level of accu-
racy (97.0 to 99.2 in BA) in this experiment close
to that of our SumPhrase model, there was a sig-
nificant gap in the inconsistency detection accu-
racy (78.7% to 86.0% with Reranking). This result
indicates that the task of inconsistency detection
requires a greater variety of errors in the training
dataset, which cannot be achieved with the sim-
ple rule-based text transformation approach taken
by SumFC and FactCCX, again demonstrating the
superiority of our synthetic dataset.

5.3 Data Ablation

Table 4 presents the main results of the dataset abla-
tion study conducted to investigate the contribution
of each portion of the dataset or their combinations.
Table 7 (Appendix E) provides further details of
the ablation results. The SumPhrase model used
in these experiments was trained with a single-task
learning regime, that is, the SumPhrase (-multi)
model.

The first block of Table 4 compares the results
with the individual data, showing that sentence fu-
sion data is the most promising for achieving good
performances. Even with this dataset portion, our
SumPhrase model achieved better results than the
other models on K2020 (BA) and Reranking. In
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contrast, sentence compression data alone is al-
most useless, as it contains only consistent labels
and rarely introduces factual errors7.

Based on the effectiveness of the sentence fu-
sion data, the second block of the table presents
the results obtained by incrementally adding other
dataset portions. Apart from the performance on
Reranking, the initial performance with sentence
fusion data constantly improved with the addition
of data, thereby demonstrating that increasing the
variety of data in training is vital.

Also note that the accuracy of K2020 signifi-
cantly improved by adding reference summary sen-
tences (ALL). This result suggests that the addi-
tion of phrases labeled as “consistent” is effective.
However , a careful reader may, notice that the
ALL model performance on Reranking was slightly
inferior to that of the fusion+comp+para model.
Although a detailed investigation is required, this
could be attributed to the quality of the Rerank-
ing dataset. In particular, positive and negative
examples required in Reranking were generated
using the FAS summarization model (Chen and
Bansal, 2018). We suspect that the quality of these
examples is not high compared with those gen-
erated by humans or SOTA models. Therefore,
the ALL setting, which additionally incorporates
human-generated reference summaries in the train-
ing data, did not yield a better result than the fu-
sion+comp+para setting.

5.4 Limitations of the Present Work

Although the proposed method exhibits excellent
performance, it focuses on intrinsic factual errors.
Extrinsic hallucination errors, readily introduced
with a dataset such as XSum (Narayan et al., 2018;
Maynez et al., 2020), are another acute issue to be
addressed. A manner of detecting extrinsic hallu-
cination errors is to train a model using generated
examples, as proposed by Utama et al. (2022). An
alternative would be to incorporate another source
of information, such as world knowledge, to vali-
date the content of a summary. Before exploring
this method, however, we would identify issues
inherent to our approach using the XSum dataset.

6 Conclusions

We propose a neural model called SumPhrase for
detecting errors in an abstractive summary. The

7Although not present in the table, the ref data exhibited
almost the same results for the same reason.

model was empirically proven to be effective as
it outperformed other weakly supervised models.
This significant performance is primarily attributed
to the dataset on which the model was trained. We
created a synthetic dataset that contains factual
errors likely to be produced by a common summa-
rizer. These errors are labeled at the phrase level,
as opposed to the dependency arc-level labels em-
ployed by existing models. The synthetic training
dataset can also contribute to improving models
that rely on an external NLI or QA system (Laban
et al., 2022; Fabbri et al., 2021). It can also be used
to fine-tune these models or to post-edit errors (Cao
et al., 2020).

The model exhibited improved performance
when jointly trained with the sub-task of localizing
corresponding sentences in a summary sentence.
This functionality may contribute to enhancing the
explainability of an inconsistency error-detection
system. Our method can also contribute to generat-
ing negative samples required to train a summariza-
tion model that relies on contrastive learning (Cao
and Wang, 2021).
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A Details of Phrase-Level Labeling

The phrase-level labels in a hypothesis sentence
h = {w1, ..., wH} are automatically annotated us-
ing the algorithm detailed in Algorithm 1. The first
half of the algorithm creates “phrases” by inspect-
ing particular dependency labels L = {la1 , ..., laK},
as shown in Table 5. The second half of the algo-
rithm assigns intra- and inter-phrase labels to each
created phrase.

The inputs to the algorithm are a set of de-
pendency labels Y a = {a1, ..., aN} and an =
{wi, wj , l

a
n, y

a
n}. In this case, lan denotes the de-

pendency relation between words wi and wj , and
yan represents the corresponding dependency arc-
level label assigned by the method proposed by
(Goyal and Durrett, 2020).

advmod, amod, aux, compound
det, fixed, flat, goeswith, nummod

reparandum, nmod:poss, nmod:tmod

Table 5: Dependency labels used in phrase creation.

B Effectiveness of Span Attention
Mechanism

Table 6 compares the performances of the
SumPhrase models with and without the span at-
tention mechanism (Lee et al., 2017) on the K2020
dataset. We used the averaged token vectors to rep-
resent phrases for the “without” condition. Given
this result, we preferred the span attention mecha-
nism over conventional average pooling, because
it better captures the meaning of a semantically
significant word.

Model BA F1
SumPhrase 85.2 0.759
SumPhrase (average) 83.8 0.746

Table 6: Effectiveness of span attention.

C Details of Experimental Setup

We used Stanford CoreNLP8 (Manning et al.,
2014) with “EnhancedDependenciesAnnotation” to
dependency-parse hypothesis sentences. As the
encoder for the SumPhrase model, we employed

8https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/stanford-corenlp-
4.1.0.zip

the electra-base-discriminator9, implemented in
the Huggingface Transformers library (Wolf et al.,
2020). All experiments were conducted using an
NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN X GPU with 12
GB of memory. The time required to train the
SumPhrase model was approximately 40 h. For
reliability, each number reported from our imple-
mentations in the present study is the average of
three runs with different random seeds.

D Case Study

Figure 6 shows the results of the inconsistency
detection using SumPhrase and FactCCX.

Document #1 shows a case in which the
SumPhrase model correctly detects an inconsistent
sentence and localizes the corresponding sentences.
FactCCX failed to detect the inconsistency in the
summary, although it identifyied the corresponding
spans in the input. This result demonstrates that
inconsistency detection is generally more compli-
cated than sentence alignment.

Document #2 presents a typical case in which
even the SumPhrase model cannot detect the in-
consistency in a summary. This example poses the
issue of extrinsic hallucination errors, which are
difficult to detect using only the proposed method-
ology.

E More on Data Ablation

Table 7 lists the results for other data combinations.
Again, the effectiveness of sentence fusion data
compared with paraphrasing data is shown. Note
that adding reference data to fusion or paraphras-
ing dataset portions degrades the BA, highlighting
the efficacy of the ALL (fusion+comp+para+ref)
combination.

K2020 Reranking
Training data BA F1 %Correct
fusion+comp 82.5 0.687 84.3%
fusion+ref 79.5 0.716 85.2%
para+comp 69.3 0.702 80.3%
para+ref 65.5 0.691 77.7%
ALL 85.2 0.759 84.7%

Table 7: Additional results of dataset ablation.

9https://huggingface.co/google/electra-base-
discriminator
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Algorithm 1 Phrase-level labeling

Require: (1) The set of dependency arcs and dependency arc-level labels Y a = {a1, ..., aN}, an =
{wi, wj , l

a
n, y

a
n} from a hypothesis sentence h; (2) a set of dependency labels L = {la1 , ..., laK}.

Ensure: A set of phrase-level labels Y e.
1: ▷ create phrases
2: P ← {{w1}, ..., {wH}}
3: for ai ∈ Y a do
4: if lai ∈ L then
5: pn, pm ← GET_PHRASE(P, ai)
6: if pn ̸= pm then
7: P ← MERGE_PHRASES(P, pn, pm)
8: end if
9: end if

10: end for
11: ▷ assign phrase-level labels by merging arc-level labels
12: Y e ← ∅
13: for ai ∈ Y a do
14: pn, pm ← GET_PHRASE(P, ai)
15: if pn == pm then
16: yen ← GET_LABEL(Y e, {pn})
17: yen ← UPDATE_LABEL(yen, y

a
i )

18: Y e ← UPDATE(Y e, {{pn}, yen})
19: else
20: yenm ← GET_LABEL(Y e, {pn, pm})
21: yenm ← UPDATE_LABEL(yenm, yai )
22: Y e ← UPDATE(Y e, {{pn, pm}, yenm})
23: end if
24: end for
25: for {p, ye} ∈ Y e do
26: if LEN(p) == 2 then
27: yei ← GET_LABEL(Y e, {p[0]})
28: yej ← GET_LABEL(Y e, {p[1]})
29: if yei == inconsistent or yej == inconsistent then
30: Y e ← UPDATE(Y e, {p, inconsistent})
31: end if
32: end if
33: end for

Creating phrases: The algorithm initially assumes that each word in h individually forms a phrase and
passes through the elements ai in Y a. If the dependency relation of arc ai is an element presented in L,
phrases pn and pm are retrieved by GET_PHRASE for the words in this dependency relation. If pn differs
from pm, these phrases are merged using MERGE_PHRASES.

Assigning phrase-level labels: The algorithm passes through elements ai in Y a to accumulate the
phrase-level labels in Y e. First, the phrases of the words in the corresponding dependency relation, that is,
pn and pm, are retrieved by GET_PHRASE. If these phrases denote identical phrases, an intra-phrase
label yen is assigned to pn. Otherwise, the inter-phrase label yenm is assigned to the pair pn and pm. Y e is
updated accordingly. Finally, the inter-phrase label is “inconsistent” if either of the connected phrases is
markedly inconsistent.

The GET _LABEL, UPDATE _LABEL, and UPDATE procedures employed in the algorithm are
summarized as follows:
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GET_LABEL: This procedure returns the intra- or inter-phrase label from Y e, depending on the second
argument. None of the labels is returned if the corresponding label is not in Y e.

UPDATE_LABEL: This updates and returns the label of pn in Y e with yai if yai is ranked higher than pn
in the designated priority order: inconsistent > unlabeled > consistent > None.

UPDATE: This procedure updates the set of phrase-level labels ye with the result of UPDATE_LABEL.

Figure 6: Comparison of FactCCX and SumPhrase outputs. The sentence with a blue underline was identified as an
error-corresponding sentence by SumPhrase, whereas the span with a red underline was localized by FactCCX. The
dependency relation between the red phrases was determined as erroneous by SumPhrase.


